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The University of Californie, Los Angeles 
Reeeive~a 10 August 1970 
Abstract: Here we correct and improve a tf¢oren, of G.E.Reyes (in this journal) which gener- 
alizes a result of Chang and Makkai, on weak dcfina0i~Ry. 
In Reyes [6],  Theorem 3.2.1, p. 132 tile following error occurs: 
in (i), and (ii) 2 ~' should be reph ted by 2 ~ , aad the sequence of models 
(~ ~' p(aO, rtOj a ,~ '~.~2 "~  is defined ~nly for ~ < g, for if ~ <_ a < ta may be 
21~ I >/~, and so he gets a mode~ of cardinality >/a. 
We shall show that a stronger theorem follows, and that this theorem 
is the best possible. 
Let / be a (first-order) language, L(P) - a language obtained from L 
by adding a new predicate P. T will be a fixed theory in L 1 , L(P) c L 1 . 
Let I LII be the number of formulas of L;. We say an L(P)-mo~lel is a 
model of T if it is a reduct of a model of T. T, L, L(P), L 1 will be fixed. 
Let 
Definition 1. (L) Df(k) is the first cardinal ~t such that for every L-model 
of cardinali~ y ~, 
t { P (~, P) is a model of T) I < /a .  
* The preparation of this paper was supported in part by NSF Grant #GP-22937. 
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(2) Dfl(3,) is the first cardinal ta such that for every L(P)-mode(( '~,P)  
of T o f  cardinality 
I{F: O3,P')~ (~,P)}I < ta. 
Remark. Clearly for every 3`, Df(3`) >__ Dfl(3`); and we can restrict he 
definition to 3. >__ I L 11 (and we shall assume it implicitly). 
Definition 2. Ded(3`) is the first ca~,Yna! is, such that there is no ordered 
set J1 with a dense subset J, I J11 = bt, i JI = 3`. (Where IAI is the cardi- 
nality o fA . )  
Definition 3. Ded~(3`) is the first cardinal/s uch that there is no 
ordered set J1 with a dense subset J, i J11 > ta, I JI < 3` which satisfy: 
for every s ~- J l ,  s ~ J there are in Js  k k < K 1 , s k s < ~2, such that: 
( I)  k < ~ =~ s k < s "~2 < s < s~ < s k 
(2) for every t ~ J, t 4: s 
either for some k, t < s t ; or for some ~, s~ < t 
(3) h~l + ~:2 = ~ • 
Remark. By Theorem 1 wt can replace (3) by ~1 = ~:2 = ~, as the number 
ors  ~ J~, for which ~:1 :/: ~2 is < 3  `(as s is the last or first e lement in 
every high enough member  of  the branch A s defined in the proof o f  th. 1 .) 
Clearly ~ < 3`, otherwise Ded~ (3`) = 0. 
Definition 4. Ded*(3`) = ~ ~< x Ded~ (3`) 
Clearly 3`+ < Ded*(3,) -< Ded(3`) _< (2x) + . (Let ~ = inf{ ~:  2 ~ > 3`}, 
and J1 be the set of  ~equences of ones and zeroes of  length ~:, ordered 
Iexicographically. Then clear',, 3  `< 2" < Ded*(3`).) If/s = Ded*(3`) < 
Ded(3 ~ then/a + = Ded(3`), and the cofinality of/a, cf(/,t) is <_ I a I, where 
3  `= ~a. It is known that ZFC + [Ded(~ 1 ) < ( 2~1 )+ ] is consistent. See 
Baumgartner [ 1 ,2 ] ,  Mitchell [ 5 ]. 
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Theorem 1. The following conditions are equivalent (in Reyes [6], their 
negations appear) 
(i) there/s k > I L 1 1 such that Df(k) > k + 
(ii) for every ;k > I Lll, Df 1 (),) ~ Ded*(~,) (hence Df(),) > k +) 
(iii) there are no formulas O i(~, y) i = 1, ..., n such that 
n 
T I-- V (:ifr)(V~)tP(2) ~ Oi(2, Y)I. 
i=1 
Remark. If in L the equality sign appears, and evew model of T has at 
least two elements, then we can replace (iii) by 
(iii)* there is no 0(~, ~) such that T b (3y)(V2)(P(2) = 0(~, y)). 
For clearly (iii) implies (iii)*, and if (iii) does not hold, then 
tl 
O(x,y ,  21 . . . . .  g2n) = [~ [22i_1=Z2i -~ 0i(2, Y)l 
i---1 
show that (iii)* does not hold. 
Remark. Makkai [4] proved if (iii), ;k + = 2 x > ILl l then Df 1 (~+) = (2x*) +. 
I ~= T '< ~ and Chang [ 3] proved this and, in addition, that (iii),/a ~.. 
X > I Lll implies Df 1 (~,) = (2x) +. Reyes [ 5] proved, in ;act, that if 3, .= 
~u< IL~I 2~, and (iii) then Df 1 (;k) > 21Ld. Of course it is trivial that 
(ii) -~ (i) -* (iii). 
Theorem 1 cannot be improved as shown by 
Theorem 2. c' 1) There exist a language L, and a finite theory T in L(P) 
such tht,tfor T; lbr every ;k, Df(;~) = Ded(k), Df 10~) = Ded*(k). 
(2) There e~:ist languages L c L(P) c L land a finite theory T in L 1 , 
such that for "J;" for every k, Df(~.)= Dfl (~.)= Ded*(~). 
Proof  o f  Theorem 2. We shall only give T for 2.1. The construction of 
the other example is ~imilar; and the proofs depend on Be remark to 
Def'mition 3, and the definition itself. 
Let L contain the equality sign and the predicate x < y;  and P be a 
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one place predicate. Now T will be the tt, eory of  order with that axiom 
that P is a head. That is 
T = {(Wxyz) (x  < y ^ y < x -~ x < z),  
(Vxy) (x  < y v y < x v x = y) ,  (Vx)(7 x < x), 
(Vxy)[x < y ^ P(y) P(x)] }. 
Remark. So in the case L 1 = L(P), and when (:I~,)[Ded*CA) < Ded(X)], 
and Off), we do not know whether (WX)[Df(k) = Ded(A)] can be proved. 
Naturally arise the conjecture: 
Conjecture. If for at least one X, Df(~,) > DedCA) then for e~ ~ry ta, 
Df 1 (/a) = (2~') +. 
As we have already mentioned, by Mitchell [ 5 ], Ded(~ l) < ( 2~ 1)÷ 
is consistent with ZFC,  hence the conjecture is not meaningless. There 
is a corresponding syntactical condition; which implies that for every 
t~- Dfl (ta) = (2u) +. But the condition is not elegant, and there is no 
proof of the other part. A similar wea$ er theorem is Shelah [7] Tl~-.eo- 
rem 4.3. 
Proof of Theorem 1. As has been mentioned, (ii) -, (i) -~ (iii) is trivial 
So we should prove only (iii) --, (ii). Hence suppose (iii) holds. So let 
>- I L 1 I, /a < Ded*(X). We should prove only that Df I (~) > bt. So we 
should prove o~.ly that for some model ('~,P) of T 
I (P ' :  (~ ,P ' )  -~ (~2~,P)}I >-- ~.  
Clearly without loss of generality we can assume T is complete. For 
simplicity we assume cf(/~) > A. (See remark at the end.) 
The pair (/, <)  is a tree i f<  is a well-ordering o f / ,  which can be a 
partial order. For any s ~/ ,  the level of s, ~(s), is the order type of 
(t  ~ I :  t < s ) which is an ordinal. Let I a = {s e I :  ~(s) = ~ ).  A branch 
B o f l  is a mammal totally ordered subset o f l ;  its level, ~(B), is its 
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order type, and Bra(/) = { B : B a branch, ~(B) = a }. 
Now we shall prove that there is a tree (L <) and ordinal a 0 <_ k 
such that: 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
(E) 
(F) 
III < h, and II°1 = 1, 
for every s~L  ~(s )<a 0 ,  
for every s ~/a ,  I { t ~/~+l:  s < t }1 --- 2 ,  
for every s E/~ except one I ~ t ~/-a+l : s < t }1 = 1, 
i f ( t~ I : t<s  1} =( t~I : t<s  2}and£(s l ) i sa l imi t  
ordinal, then s 1 = s 2. 
t Bra0(/) 1 > ~.  
It suffices to find a tree satisfying A, B, C, E, F, as from it ~e can 
easily build a tree satisfying all the properties. This is the bisectxon tree. 
By definition there is an ordered set J l ,  I J l  I = #, with a dense 
subset J, I JI = ~; and their order is <. We can assume J, J1 are dense. 
Let J1 = {~k: k < X}. 
Let us define by induction on a < ~, a family Ka of subsets of J1, 
such that for each A ~ K a; a, b ~ A, a < e < b = c ~ A. 
(1) Let K 0 = {J1 }. 
(2) Suppose K a is defined. For every A ~ K a, IAI > 1, we define a A 
as the first a k ~ A n J that is not the first or last in A n J (that is, with 
the smallest index k). We define 
F I (A)  = (a~J  1 • aEA,  a<a,4 } , 
and 
F2(A) = {a~J l 'aEA,  a a <a},  
Ka+l = { F I (A ) 'AEK~, IA I> 1}u{F  2(A) :A~Kc~, IA I> 1). 
(3) Suppose Ka is defined for every a </ i ,  where ~ is a limit ordinal. 
Then 
K~ ={ fl Aa:Ac~EKa,  a<~AoCAa,  I [3 A(~I> 1). 
0t<8 0~<6 
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Now on K = Ua<xK a we define an order< :A < B i f fB c A. Clearly 
(K, < ) is a tree, and A E K a Jff it is in the a-th level. It is also clear that 
the tree satisfies conditions A, C, E. Clearly, if s E J1, s ~ J then 
A s = {A E K: s E A} is a branch of the tree, and everybranch of the 
tree is of  level < X; hence tt < I J11 -< t Ua5 x Bra(K)l = ~a<_.~lBra(K)l. 
As cf(#) > X, for some a 0 <__ X I Brao(K) I > #. Now for I = Oa<ao K a, 
<L < ~ is the required tree. 
Now after we have the tree (L <) ,  we shall describe shortly the con- 
struction, which is like Reyes's construction. For simplicity we assume 
L(P) = L 1 . We shall define by induction on a the following: a model 
~a,  relations Ps for s E /a ,  and isomorphisms f , t for s, t E la~ such that: 
(1) I fs  E I 0, then (g0, Ps) is any model of  T, of cardinality X. 
(2) I fs  < t, t E 1 ~s)+l then (~(s ) ,  Ps) is an elementary submodel of 
(~£(t), Pt), and their cardinalities are X. 
(3) If t I , t 2 E I a+l, s E I a, s < t I , s < t 2, t 1 ~ t 2 then Pq ~s Pt2" 
(4) l fa  = J~(s) is a limit ordinal, then (~8 a, Ps) is the union of 
{ (~,  Pt): £(t) =/3 < a , t  <s} .  
(5) If s, t E I a, tnenfs, t is an automorphism between (~,8 a, Ps) and 
(~a,  t~). ( I fs  = t, fs, t is the identity.) 
(6) If s, t E I a, s l, t I E la+l ,  s < s 1, t < t I , then the reduction of 
fs,,t, tO ~a isfs, t" 
(7) If S, t E t 6 , 6 a limit ordinal, thenfs, t is the union of 
{fs~,to:: a< 6, Sa<S, ta< t; s a, t a e/a} .  
The definition is straightforward, with the use of the Robinson 
Theorem in the case a + 1. (Only here (iii) is used.) 
Now if ~ is the union of { !8 a: a < a 0 } and for any B E Bra0 (/) 
we define Pt¢ = UtEa Pt, then the cardinality of ~ is X, and for any 
B1 E lE~rao(D 
{P':  (~ ,P ' )  ~- (~,PB , )}  3 {PP: BE  Brao(/)} , 
hence 
I{P': ( .~,P')  -~ (~,PB2)~i > / ~. 
So the theorem is proved. 
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Remark. If cf(/a) < X, then we will have _< ), trees { (Ik, < ): k < k 0 < X }, 
each of them satisfying (A) - (E )  with a k instead of Ot0, and cf(Ot k) = 
cf(Ot 0); and ~k<ko I BrOtk(lk)l =/a. Then we do a similar construction 
using all the trees together. (We use that/a < Ded*(X), to insure 
cf(a k) = cf(Ot0).) (Here is the only place where # < L ed*(X) and not 
/a < Ded(X) is used.) 
Added in proof, 8 December 1970 
1) Baumgarmer tells me that for very h, Ded(h*) = Ded*(h÷), and the consistency of ZFC im- 
plies the consistency of ZFC + [ Deal* Not < Ded NOt ] for limit cardinal NOt < 2No. The proof 
is by the construction of Easton [8] for singular NOt, and by Baumgartner [2] for regular 
NOt. So by 2.1 it is possible that Df(X) :#Dfl (k) for some n. 
2) Theorem 2.2. can be improved to T C L(P), L 1 = L(P). 
Conjecture. If for one h Dfl(h) >Ded*(;~) then for every ta Dft(v) = (2tt) *. 
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